DUALITY THEOREMS IN GALOIS
COHOMOLOGY OVER NUMBER FIELDS
By JOHN TATE

1. Notation and terminology
Let X be a Dedekind ring with field of fractions k and let G be a commutative group scheme over X. Except in the special case X=T& or C (real or
complex field) we put, for all r€Z,
H'(X,C)=iimHr(GKlk!CY),
~K

the direct limit taken over all finite Galois extensions K of k in which the
integral closure Y of X is unramified over X, where GKJk denotes the Galois
group of such an extension, and where GY denotes the group of points of G
with coordinates in Y. For example, if X=k, our notation coincides with
that of [10]. For any X, the group Hr(X,C) is the r-th cohomology group of
the profinite group Gtjr=lim GKlk (fundamental group of Spec X) with
coefficients in the ö x -module lim CY of points of C with coordinates in the
maximal unramified extension of X; a general discussion of the cohomology
theory of profinite groups can be found in [5]. In the special case X ™ R orC
we put
Hr(B,C)=Êr(Gm,C)
and
Hr(G,C)=Er(GmgC)~0,
where Ê denotes the complete cohomology sequence of the finite group G,
in general non trivial in negative dimensions ([2], Ch. 12).
In our applications, X will be a ring associated with an algebraic number
field, or with an algebraic function field in one variable over a finite constant
field, and the group scheme G will be one of two special types, which we will
denote by M and A, respectively. By M we shall always understand (the
group scheme of relative dimension zero over X associated with) a finite
6rz-module whose order, | M \ = card M, is prime to the characteristics of
the residue class fields of X. By A we shall denote an abelian scheme over X
(i.e., an abelian variety defined over k having "non-degenerate reduction"
at every prime of X).
Underlying our whole theory is the cohomology of the multiplicative
group, €rm, as determined by class field theory. For any M, we put M' =
Horn (M,Gm). By our assumption that \M | is invertible in X, we see that
M' is a group scheme of the same type as M, namely the one associated with
the 6rjrmodule M' =Hom(Jf ,/Lt) where /u, denotes the group of roots of unity.
Moreover we have \M\ =\M'\, and M^(M')'.
For any A we put A' =
T£xt(A,(xm), the dual abelian variety; then A^(A')f
by "biduality". Our
aim is to discuss dualities between the cohomology of G and C in both
cases, C=M and G=A. Notice that Ext(Jf,6 m ) = 0 and Hom(^4,6m) =0, so
that in each case, 0' denotes the only non-vanishing group in the sequence
Extr((7,Gm). Thus our results are presumably special cases of a vastly more
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general hyperduality theorem for commutative algebraic groups envisaged
by Grothendieck, involving all the Extr(C,Gm) simultaneously.
Finally, for any locally compact abelian group H, we let Ë* denote its
Pontrjagin character group.

2. Local results
Let k be either R or C (archimedean cases), or be complete with respect
to a discrete valuation with finite residue class field (non-archimedean case).
By local class field theory we have a canonical injection IP(&,Gm)-»Q/Z
which associates with each element of the Brauer group of k its "invariant"
which is a rational number (mod. 1). Hence the cup product with respect to
the canonical pairing M xJf'-»G m gives pairings Hr(k,M)
xH2-r(k,M')->

Q/z.
2.1. For all M and r the group Hr(k,M) is finite and the pairing
just discussed yields an isomorphism Hr(k,M) **H%-r(k,M')*.
In particular we have Hr(k,M)=0 for r > 2 when k is non-archimedean.
In fact, even more is true in that case, namely the group Gk has strict cohomological dimension 2 in the sense of [5]. This fact, together with the theorem, can be proved easily using results of Nakayama [11], by writing
M = FjR, where F is a Z-free ö r module.
THEOREM

r
THEOREM 2.2. If k is archimedean, then H (k,M) is an elementary abelian
2-group whose order is independent of r. If k is non-archimedean and o is the
valuation ring in k, then the " Euler-characteristic" of M has the value

%(k,M) =

lg°(^Jf)Hg2(fe,Jf)|
\H\k,M)\

(o:\M\o)'

The archimedean case is trivial. In the non-archimedean case one uses the
multiplicativity of % to reduce to various special types of simple M 's, only
one of which is difficult. In that one the determination of % is essentially
equivalent to a result of Iwasawa [7] on the structure of K*I(K*)P as
6r^/fc-module, for a certain type of extension K/k.
In case of an abelian variety A defined over k the relationship A' =
Ext(^i,Gm) leads to a "derived cup product" pairing:
Hr(k,A)xH1-r(k,A')->qiZ,
as explained in [16]. The group H°(k,A), which is the group of rational
points of A in k (modulo its connected component in case k=B> or C) is
compact and totally disconnected because A is complete and k locally
compact. On the other hand, we view Hx(k,A) as discrete and have then
THEOREM 2.3. For all A and r, the pairing just mentioned yields an isomorphism Hr(k,A)^H1~r(k,A')*
(possibly provided we ignore the p-primary
components of the groups in case k is of characteristic p>0).
In the archimedean case this theorem is due to Witt [17]. For k nonarchimedean of characteristic 0, the case r=0 and 1 is proved in [16]. One
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can simplify that proof and at the same time extend the result to all r
(i.e., show H2(k,A) = 0 in the non-archimedean case), by applying theorems
2.1 and 2.2 to the kernel, M, of the isogeny A^IA. The same method
works for k of positive characteristic, with the proviso in the theorem.
Although that proviso is probably unnecessary, new methods will be required to remove it, possibly those of Shatz [15], where the analog of theorem 2.1 is proved for arbitrary finite commutative group schemes M over k.
Suppose now that k is non-archimedean with valuation ring o. Let M
be a finite 6ro-module such that \M | is invertible in o.
2.4. We have \H*(d,M)\ = \H1(o,M)\ and Hr(o,M)=0 for
r>\. In the duality of Theorem 2.1 between H^k^)
and H1(k,Mr), the
1
f
subgroups H^OjM) and H ^, M ) are the exact annihilators of each other.
The first statements follow from the fact that Go is a free profinite group
on one generator. The annihilation results from H2(o,Gm)=0. The exact
annihilation now follows by counting, using theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
THEOREM

2.5. If A is an abelian scheme over o, we have H1(o,A)=0.
To prove this one has only to combine results of Lang [8] and Greenberg
[6].
THEOREM

3. Global results
Let k be a finite extension of Q (case (N)), or a function field in one variable
over a finite field (case (F)). Let S be a non-empty (possibly infinite) set of
prime divisors of k, including the archimedean ones in case (N), and let ks
denote the ring of elements in k which are integers at all primes P not in S.
For example, if S is the set of all prime divisors of k, then ks = k. Let M
be a finite module for the Galois group of the maximal extension of k unramified outside S, and such that | Jf 1^5 = ^ . For each prime P in S, let
kP denote the completion of k at P. The localization maps Hr(ks,M)->
Hr(kP,M) taken all together yield a map

Hr(ks,M)^UHr(h,M),
PeS

where the symbol II denotes the (compact) direct product for r=0, the
(locally compact) restricted direct product relative to the subgroups H^Op, M)
for r = \, and the (discrete) direct sum for r>2. By Theorems 2.1 and 2.4,
our local dualities yield isomorphisms
P eS

LPTS

1

Thus by duality we obtain maps

UHr(kP,M)tH*-r(kP,M')*,
Pes

namely /?r==(a2-r)*, where a' is to M' as a is to M.
Let Kerr(ks, M) denote the kernel of a r , that is, the group of elements in
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which are zero locally at all primes PES. There is a canonical
Ker2(fcs,M) x Ke^(i ff , Jf')-*Q/Z

defined as follows: we represent the cohomology classes to be paired by a
2-cocycle / and a 1-cocycle /'. Then for each PES we have, over kP, a 1cochain gP and a 0-cochain gP such that f=ôgP and f =ag'P. Also, since
Hz(ks,Gtm) has no non-zero elements of order dividing | M \, there is, over
ks, a 2-cochain h with coefficients in Gm, such that f[)f'=ôh. Then, over
kP, we have ô(gPU/') =ôh =ô(f UgP) and ô(gPUgP) =f\JgP—gP\J/', so that
for eachP the cochains (gP\Jf)—hP and(/U gP) —havecocyclesrepresenting
the same class, say xP, in H2(kP,Gm). We pair our original elements to the
sum (over PES) of the invariants of these xP, it is easy to see that the result
is independent of the choices involved.
THEOREM 3.1. (a) The pairing (*) just discussed is a perfect duality of finite
groups.
(ò) a0 is injective, ß2 is surjective, and for r=0,1,2 we have Im a r = K e r ßr.
(c) a r is bijective for r>3.

Notice that these statements imply, and are, in turn, summarized by, the
existence of an exact sequence:
H°(kP,M) * H2(ks, Jf , )*-^fl 1 (t 5> M)

0->H°(ks,M^U
PeS

v

n H\kP,M)
0*-H°(ks, M')* £ D H\kP, M) * H2(ks, M)^H\ks, M'f
PeS

together with isomorphisms

Hr(ks, M) - n Hr(kP, M) for r > 3,
Preal

where the unlabeled arrows in the exact sequence require the non-degeneracy
of the pairing (*) for their definition.
I understand that a large part of Theorem 3.1 has been obtained independently by Poitou, and I suspect that the theorem is closely related to results
of Shafaryevitch on the extension problem to which he alluded in his talk at
this Congress.
If M=jim, the group of mth roots of unity, then Theorem 3.1 summarizes
well-known statements in class field theory. For general M, all statements
of the theorem except case r = l of (b) can be proved by considering the
pairing M x Hom(Jf, C)->C, where G is the #-idele-class group of the maximal extension of k unramified outside S; denoting by G the Galois group of
that extension, one shows that the resulting pairing É2(ks, M) x HomG (M, G)
->Q/Z is non-degenerate, except that in case (JV^), there is a kernel on the
right-hand side, namely the norm from K to k of Homz (M,DK), where DK
is the connected component of the idele class group of a sufficiently large
finite extension K of k. For finite S all groups involved are finite and the
case r = l of (6) then follows by counting, using Theorem 2.2 and a method
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of Ogg [12]. The passage to infinite S is not difficult. As a by-product of
the proof one finds that the group G has strict cohomological dimension 2 for
all primes I such that lks = ks, except of course ii 1 = 2 and k is not totally
imaginary.
Let A be an abelian scheme over ks and let m be a natural number such
that mks = ks. For X = ks or X=kP, we put:
Hr(X, A; m) = lim [Coker (Hr(X, A) - Hr(X,A ))]

for

r < 0,

n
and

Hr(X, A; m)= lim [Ker(H r (X, A) - £T(X, A))]

for

r>l.

n

The localization maps give homorphisms
Hr(ks,A;m)*llHr(kP,A;m),
Pë"S

where now J l denotes the (compact) direct product for r = 0, and the (discrete) direct sum for r > 1. By Theorem 2.3 we have isomorphisms
Y\W(kP, A; m) * T Q H1-^,
PeS

LPeS

A'; m)V
J

and consequently by duality we have maps ßr = (ai_r)*:
Q Hr(kP, A; m) - H1'^,

A'; m)*.

PeS

Let Kerr(&s,.4; m) denote the kernel of a r . For r>\ and fixed m and A,
this group is independent of S, by Theorem 2.5. Hence, Ker1(^lS,^l,m) is
the m-primary component of the group of everywhere locally trivial principal homogeneous spaces for A over k. As is well known (and follows for
example from [10], Theorem 5) this group is an extension of a finite group by
a divisible group of "finite rank". There is canonical pairing
(**)

K e r 1 ^ , A; m) x K e r 1 ^ , A'; m)->Q/Z

which can be defined either by a method using finite modules of m-primary
division points and quite analogous to the definition of the pairing (*) above,
or else by generalizing the method used by Cassels [3] in case dim A = \, the
generalization involving the "reciprocity law" of Lang [9].
THEOREM 3.2. The pairing (**) annihilates only the divisible part of
Ker 1 (k,A; m), nothing more.
In case dim A = l this theorem is due to Cassels [3], and his methods
suffice for the case of general A, once one has Theorem 3.1 at one's disposal.
Cassels' proof of skew symmetry in dimension 1 gives in the general case:

3.3. If E is a divisor on A rational over k, and ojE:A->Af the
corresponding homomorphism, defined by (pE(a)=Gl(Ea — E), then for any
a GKer^&s,^; m) the elements a and <pE((x) annihilate each other in the pairing
THEOREM
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There is also a canonical pairing
Ker°(fcs, A; m) x Ker2(ks, A', m)->Q/Z

(***)
and we have

THEOREM 3.4. The map oc2 is surjective and its kernel is the divisible part of
H2(ks,A; m). Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:
(iÏÏKer 1 ^,^; m) is finite (i.e. its divisible part is 0).
(ii)jjTm a 0 =Ker ß0, and the pairing (***) gives a perfect duality between
the compact group Ker° and the discrete group Ker2.

Thus if these equivalent conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, we have an
exact sequence
0-» UH2(kP, A'; m)* *£ H2(ks, A'; m)*-+H°(ks, A; m)
Preal

i

C H \ k P , A , m ) " H\ks, A; m)<r-H\ks, A'; mf - \\ H°(kP, A; m)
pes
Pes
A ^
H°(ks,A';m)*^EP(kSlA;m)°^

U

H*{kP,A;m)^0

Preal

quite analogous to (3.1), but with the appropriate shift of dimensions by 1.

4. Conjectures
In view of Theorem 3.4, one would have to be more pessimistic than I not
to make the following
CONJECTURE 4.1. K.evx(ks,A', m) is finite.
There is some numerical evidence for this. For example, Selmer [13]
has shown Ker1(Q,^4,3) is finite for all but a few elliptic curves A of the
form x3+y3=cz3 with 0<c<500. A proof of 4.1 which yielded an a priori
estimate for the order of Ker 1 (Äs, A; m) would yield an effective procedure
for computing the rank of, and finding generators for, the group of rational
points on an abelian variety. In general, conjecture 4.1, is in the nature of an
existence theorem for rational points of infinite order on abelian varieties.
Another conjecture in the same direction is that of Birch and SwynnertonDyer, discussed by Cassels in his talk at this Congress, to the effect that the
rank of the group of rational points on an abelian variety A of dimension 1
is determined by the order of the pole of the zeta-function of A at s = l.
In case (F), i.e., if k is a function field over a finite field k0 with q elements,
the two conjectures are conjecturally equivalent. Namely, let Y be the
complete non-singular model of k/k0, and X the unique complete non-singular model of k(A)/k0 which is minimal with respect to the morphism X->Y.
Let X=X x kQ be the variety obtained by extending the finite ground field
to its algebraic closure, and let ç>:X->X be the Frobenius morphism of X
relative to k0. Combining the result of Ogg [12] and Shafaryevitch [14] with
recent results of M. Artin [1] on the Grothendieck cohomology of algebraic
surfaces, one sees that conjecture 4.1 is equivalent in case (F) to
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CONJECTURE 4.2. The operator qo—q annihilates exactly that part of H2(X,7im)
which is il algebraic93 and rational over k0, and no more.
Clearly, 4.2 makes sense for a n y complete non-singular surface X over a
finite field, not only for a pencil of elliptic curves. So generalized, conjecture
4.2 is equivalent, modulo Weil's well-known conjectures, to the following
function theoretic analog of the conjecture of Birch and Swynnerton-Dyer.
CONJECTURE 4.3. Let X
over a finite field kQ. Then
point 5 = 1 is equal to the
rational over kQ, i.e., to the

be a complete non-singular algebraic surface defined
the order of the pole of the zeta-function of X at the
number of algebraically independent divisors on X
k0-picard number of X.

Mumford has called m y attention to the following interpretation of 4.3 in
the special case when X is the product of two curves, one of which is elliptic.
CONJECTURE 4.3'. Let E and E' be two complete non-singular curves defined
over a finite field k0, and suppose E is of genus 1. Then there exists a nonconstant rational map E'->E defined over kQ if and only if the zeta-function of
E divides that of E'.
I n particular, if E and E' have genus 1, then they are isogenous over kQ
if and only if they have t h e same zeta-function. This beautiful statement has
been proved by Birch and Swynnerton-Dyer and (independently) b y Mumford, using results of Deuring [4] on the lifting to characteristic 0 of the
Frobenius automorphism.
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